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lay6 r of a disk type data recording medium with a laser beam

emitted from a light source, said optical pickup device

comprising

:

an object lens that is deferrable by a. force applied from the

outside, and converges the laser beam emitted from the light

source to apply it onto the data recording layer;

a piezoelectric element that deforms when a voltage is

Applied, and then applies a force to the object lens; and

S a control means for controlling the position of focus of the

|aser beam by applying a voltage to the piezoelectric element to

Reform the piezoelectric element so that the object lens is

Reformed by a force applied from the deformed piezoelectric

'^element

.

S5 An optical pickop device a, defined in Claim 4, wherein said

control .eans control, the position of focus of the laser bean, by

applying a voltage to the piezoelectric element so that the

object lens is deformed asymmetrically with respect to its center.

6. An optical pickup device as define* in Claim 1 gr 3, "herein

said control means controls the focal length of the laser beam in

the focusing direction.

optica! pickup device as defined in Claim 1 (or^ wherein

.said control means controls the/focal direction of the laser beam
7 . An
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in the tracking direction.

e An optica! Pickup device as defined in Claim 1 gr J wherein

said control means controls, simultaneously, the length or

the laser beam in the focusing direction, and the focal- direction

of the laser beam in the tracking direction.

S 9 ta optical piCup device as defined in Claim X £r j]unerer„.

!„hen a plurality of disk type data recording mediums having data
;

1 recording layers of different depth positions are employed, said

IS control means controls the position of focus of the laser .earn by

b deforming the object lens so that the laser beam is focused on

each of the data recording layers.

10. An opticleal Pickup device as defined in claim 9, wherein the

plural disk type data recording mediums are DVD and CD.

11. An optical Pickup device for reproducing signals from a data

recording layer of a disk type data recording medium, or

reproducing and recording signals from/into the data recording

layer, using a laser beam emitted from a light source, said

optical pickup device comprising:

. concave reflection mirror as a deformable concave mirror,

for reflecting the laser beam;

; at least one prezoelectric/ilement for deforming the concave



concave piezoelectric element so that the concave reflection

mirror is deformed.

dloorn II

14 . An optical pickup device as defined in^ny of Claims 11 to

{g, wherein said piezoelectric element control circuit controls

the focal length of the laser beam in the focusing direction.

Is. An optical pickup device as defined iiy£ny of Claims 11 to

111, wherein said piezoelectric element control circuit controls .

the focal direction of the laser beam in the tracking direction.

J. 6. An optical pickup device as defined in/gny of Claims 11 to

Hi), wherein said piezoelectric element control circuit controls,

Simultaneously, the focal length of the laser beam in the

Hocusing direction and the focal direction of the laser beam in

the tracking direction.

17. An optical pickup device as defined inA£ny ot Claim 11 to 13[

wherein, when a plurality of disk type data recording mediums

having data recording layers of different depth positions are

employed, said piezoelectric element control circuit controls the

position of focus of the laser beam by deforming the concave

reflection mirror so that the laser beam is focused on each of

the data recording layers of the respective disk type data

.recording mediums-
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18 . An optical pickup device as defined in Claim 17, wherein

said plural disk type data recording medium, are DVD and CD.

19 . An optical pickup device as defined i^fny of Claims 11 to

l3, wherein the concave reflection mirror is formed as an

aggregate of plural concave mirror portions, and generates plural

Sbcuses of the laser beam.

!|. A„ optical pickup device as defined in Claim 19. "herein the

fositions of the plural focuses of the laser beam, which are

generated by the concave reflection mirror, are controlled

independently -

*„ optical pickup device a, defined in Claim 20. wherein the

lural focuses of the laser beam, which are generated by the

oncave reflection mirror, are independently applied onto plural

recording tracks on the disk type data recording medium, thereby

reading data from the plural recording tracks simultaneously.

1^21 •

P

c.

22. An optical pickup device as defined in Claim 21 wherein,

when a single laser focus is required, only one focus, a^ong the

plUral focuses of the laser beam to be generated by the concave

^flection mirror, is adjusted onto the disk type data recording

medium while the other focus is ,not adjusted onto the disk type
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data recording medium.

Claim \°l

23 . An optical pickup device as defined in^ny of Claims ID to

23 wherein said concave reflection mirror reflects a laser beam

traveling toward a focal point on the signal recording layer of

the disk type data recording medium, and a laser beam reflected

at the focal point, by concave mirror portions that are linear-

Symmetrical or point-symmetrical with respect to the center line

& the center point of the concave reflection mirror,

^respectively

.

5 Cla-m ft

«4. An optical pickup device as defined in^y of Claims 19 to

i|j wherein the laser beam, which is emitted from the light

Source and applied to the concave reflection mirror, is a laser

|am having a width as large a 5 the diameter of the concave

reflection mirror.


